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Recovering the Gay Village:
A Comparative Historical Geography
of Urban Change and Planning
in Toronto and Sydney
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Abstract This chapter argues that the historical geographies of Toronto’s Church
and Wellesley Street district and Sydney’s Oxford Street gay villages are important
in understanding ongoing contemporary transformations in both locations. LGBT
and queer communities as well as mainstream interests argue that these gay villages
are in some form of “decline” for various social, political, and economic reasons.
Given their similar histories and geographies, our analysis considers how these histor-
ical geographies have both enabled and constrained how the respective gay villages
respond to these challenges, opening up and closing down particular possibilities
for alternative (and relational) geographies. While there are a number of ways to
consider these historical geographies, we focus on three factors for analysis: post-
WorldWar II planning policies, the emergence of “city of neighborhoods” discourses,
and the positioning of gay villages within neoliberal processes of commodification
and consumerism. We conclude that these distinctive historical geographies offer a
cogent set of understandings by providing suggestive explanations for how Toronto’s
and Sydney’s gendered and sexual landscapes are being reorganized in distinctive
ways, and offer some wider implications for urban planning and policy.

Keywords Toronto, Canada · Sydney, Austrlia · Neighborhood · Gayborhood ·
Urban Change · Urban Planning

11.1 Introduction

In this chapter,we examine the historical geographies of the now iconic gayvillages in
Toronto’s Church andWellesley Street district and Sydney’s Oxford Street.We argue
that a comparative historical geography approach provides insights into complex
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and multidimensional processes fomenting an ongoing and distinctive reordering of
gendered and sexual landscapes occurring in both Toronto and Sydney. In doing
so, we contribute to the ongoing debates about the nature, characteristics, and
implications of the shifting fortunes of some traditional gay villages in the Global
North.

We begin by discussing geographical scholarship on the emergence of gay villages
in the Global North with an emphasis on contemporary literature detailing the
perceived “decline” of some longstanding gay villages, including those in Toronto
and Sydney. We also explain why a comparative historical geography of Toronto and
Sydney is insightful.We then present the distinctive historical geographies underpin-
ning the emergence of each city’s gay neighborhoods in the post-WorldWar II period,
discussing convergences anddivergences. The concluding discussion underscores the
differences and draws on our historical geographical analysis to pose questions about
their future. Throughout, the acronym LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans) refers to
identities grouped together to reflect collective interests and community as gendered
and sexual minorities, while queer denotes a contemporary moment when some indi-
viduals reject a gendered and sexual specificity but still position themselves within
non-normative gender and sexual understandings—a positioning reflected in recent
urban changes.

11.2 Historical Geographies of Gay Villages: Segregation
and Integration

A substantial body of scholarship examines the emergence and development of gay
villages in the Global North in the period following World War II. This research
highlights the dominant role that gay men (mainly white and middle-class) played
in the development and growth of gay villages, initially through their appropriation
of places for safety and support to their use of these neighborhoods for political,
social, and economic security and activism (Castells 1983; Chauncey 1994; Doan
and Higgins 2011; Gorman-Murray andWaitt 2009; Knopp 1990; Lewis 2012; Nash
2006). Simultaneously, lesbians and queer women also inhabited urban locations and
neighborhoods and utilized gay village spaces, albeit in distinctive and less visible
ways (Adler and Brenner 1992; Nast 2002; Podmore 2001, 2013; Rothenberg 1995;
Valentine 1993, 1996). Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, these districts increas-
ingly engaged in local politics, consolidating their presence and creating community
through economic development, the provision of services, and political activism
around rights protections. The HIV/AIDS crisis of the 1980s helped cement villages
as hubs of LGBT life, and in places such as Toronto and Sydney they provided core
services including hospice care, outreach, health education, and counseling services
(Kinsman 1996; Warner 2002; Willett 2000a; Wotherspoon 1991).

In the 1980s, gay villages were increasingly caught up in broader urban social
and economic processes that saw them incorporated, through the neoliberal policy
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initiatives of the entrepreneurial city, into increasingly commodified and consum-
able urban landscapes (Bell and Binnie 2002; Binnie 2000; Binnie and Skeggs 2004;
Visser 2008). Currently, both Toronto and Sydney represent their respective villages
as examples of their tolerance and openness to diversity. This incorporation into
mainstream urban life has prompted some scholars to argue that the assimilation of
some LGBT people into mainstream life both reflects and reinforces LGBT “neolib-
eral sexual politics” that privilege those gendered and sexual minorities who are
willing to participate in normative, middle-class, consumer society within monog-
amous married coupledom (Brown 2008; Duggan 2003; Richardson 2005). This
framing of a “homonormative politic” has prompted some to argue that we cannot
understand this to be a universal or monolithic result and that we need to attend to
the “difference, unevenness and geographical specificity” of gendered and sexual
relations in the gay village and beyond (Brown 2009: 1498).

As recent scholarship suggests, contemporary gay villages, including those in
Toronto and Sydney, are experiencing forms of “degaying” within broader political,
social, and economic processes at work in many Global North cities (Collins 2004;
Ruting 2008; Gorman-Murray and Waitt 2009; Nash 2013a; Visser 2013). Part of
this process is the commodification of gay villages as tourist venues, as well as
shopping and entertainment districts, which has attracted awide variety of consumers
and businesses not necessarily identifying as LGBT. Many LGBT venues are now
popular with heterosexuals while other social spaces such as bars and restaurants are
becoming more mixed or have lost their queer sensibility entirely. In both Canada
and Australia, legislative and social recognition of LGBT people has resulted in their
increasing visibility in a broad range of locations beyond the gay village in places
understood to be “gay friendly.”Whilemany argue this newvisibility is only available
to certain normatively gendered and sexualized gays and lesbians, others suggest
these spatial changes reflect greater acceptance of sexual and gendered difference, as
well as a growing social cohesion across a wide variety of neighborhoods (Ghaziani
2021; Gorman-Murray and Waitt 2009; Nash 2013a; Visser 2013). Nevertheless,
as scholars argue, while some gays and lesbians are able to fully integrate into the
mainstream, others continue to be marginalized as “queer,” that is, as those living
outside of the homonormative lifestyles supported by legislative and social change
(Binnie 2004; Ghaziani 2011; see also Duggan 2003; Richardson 2005).

The literature also suggests that gay villages are in decline because of increased
internet and social media use (Miles 2021), allowing LGBT and queer individuals to
find other like-minded individuals without the need for expressly LGBT and queer
spaces such as gay villages (Miles 2021; Mowlabocus 2010; Nash and Gorman-
Murray 2019a; Usher and Morrison 2010). Some LGBT and queer people, partic-
ularly youth, perceive the gay village as reflective of older generations’ histories,
sensibilities, and lifestyles (Nash 2013a; Sullivan 2005). These locations are arguably
of little interest to newer generations, who are able to experience a wider variety
of locations, identities, and subjectivities, and who are less interested, perhaps, in
subscribing to essentialized gay and lesbian identities associated with gay villages.
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Both Toronto and Sydney include well-established gay villages, which over the
last thirty years have been fully integrated into the fabric of each city’s downtown
core. Toronto’s gay village emerged in the late 1970s and is presently centered on
the intersection of Church and Wellesley Streets, one block east of Yonge Street
(Fig. 11.1), Toronto’s main downtown thoroughfare (Kinsman 1996; Warner 2002;
Nash 2006). Today, the village remains the hub of gay social, economic, and political
life with its collection of iconic bars (Fig. 11.2), restaurants, bathhouses, convenience

Fig. 11.1 Map of Church-Wellesley Village, Toronto (Source Map by Authors)
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Fig. 11.2 Church Street, Toronto (Source “Toronto Church St” by ed and eddie is licensed under
CC BY-SA 2.0)

stores, restaurants, and boutique shops, serving a substantial LGBT population in
the surrounding residential neighborhood (Fig. 11.3). Sydney’s gay village, popu-
larly called Oxford Street, is adjacent to the Central Business District (CBD) in the
inner east (Fig. 11.4). Nightlife, leisure, and commercial activities are focused along
Oxford Street between College Street and Taylor Square (presently), comprising
bars, clubs, cafes, sex shops, and other retailers, while there is a congregation of
LGBT venues, community facilities (social and health services), and residents in the
surrounding suburbs of Darlinghurst, Surry Hills, Paddington, and Potts Point.

At the present time, both Oxford Street and the Church andWellesley villages are
undergoing some form of metamorphosis. In both cities there is considerable debate
over the exact nature and underlying causes of these changes, whether they can be
understood as positive or negative, and whether LGBT and queer political organi-
zations should be actively engaged in guiding or directing these transformations.
Given that both villages and related events, such as Pride andMardi Gras, are used to
demonstrate their city’s cosmopolitanism and competitiveness, mainstream interests,
including local municipal councils and LGBT organizations, are concerned about the
potential fate of their gay neighborhoods. To understand the nature and framing of
these debates, we argue that it is important to understand each of these village’s
historical geographies.

Historical geographies offer insights into current processes, providing insights into
the “how” and the “why” of current developments. Referring to the development of
gay commercial districts, Camilla Bassi (2006: 215) argues, “each locale possesses
its own peculiar historical and social processes, the outcome of which is by no means
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Fig. 11.3 519 Church Street Community Centre, Toronto (Source 519 Church Street Community
Centre Toronto by Neal Jennings is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0)

certain.” Both Toronto and Sydney are world cities and major gateways for immigra-
tion and settlement (Bunting and Filion 2000; Desfor et al. 2006; Filion 1996; Sewell
1993). While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to lay out in detail the similarities
between Toronto’s and Sydney’s gay village development, we would argue that our
own work documents the notably similar political, economic, and social histories of
the ongoing development of gay villages in Toronto and Sydney (Gorman-Murray
and Nash 2014, 2017; Nash and Gorman-Murray 2014; Nash 2006, 2013a). LGBT
and queer political and social activism within discrete national contexts has been
markedly similar but with varying and distinctive differences (Tremblay, Paternotte
and Johnson 2011).

In the following sections, we consider their respective historical geographies
through three specific themes—post World War II planning policies, the emergence
of “city of neighborhoods” discourses, and the positioning of gay villages within
neoliberal processes of commodification and consumerism.
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Fig. 11.4 Map of Sydney’s LGBT neighborhoods: the Inner East, centred on Oxford Street,
Darlinghurst, and the Inner West, centred on King Street, Newtown (Source Maps by Authors)
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11.3 Historical Geographies of Sexuality in Toronto

This section examines the intertwined histories of Toronto’s shifting urban planning
policies and the changing fortunes of what has become Toronto’s “traditional” gay
village. As one of Canada’s major cities, Toronto’s population increased substan-
tially in the late 1930s as the country geared up for war, and then again during the
war efforts in the 1940s (Sewell 1993). Toronto’s downtown core, centered around
Yonge Street from south of Bloor Street to Front Street, gained considerable noto-
riety, dotted with massage parlors, strip joints, discount stores, and an assortment
of bars and restaurants, populated with those considered to have unsavory reputa-
tions and appetites. In keeping with the histories of other North American LGBT
neighborhoods, Toronto’s post-war homosexual population clustered in and around
these less desirable areas, able to live relatively open lives among other marginalized
groups in the Bloor and Church Street district (Egan 1998).

In the post-World War II period, City of Toronto planning policies were directed
largely toward the inner suburbs surrounding the city of Toronto. Such efforts were
driven by a deep desire to return to pre-war norms about the heterosexual family and
children. Developers and planners stressed the notion that raising a family required
single family homeownership,with greater indoor and outdoor space (Bunting, Filion
and Walker 2010; Hernandez, Robinson and Larson 2010). Governments directly
intervened to encourage such developments through the provision of subsidized
schools, hospitals, housing, and the construction of roads andmajor arterial highways
(Bunting, Filion and Walker 2010).

In Toronto, the boom in the suburban developments undermined inner-city neigh-
borhoods as the middle and upper classes moved to the suburbs, encouraging the
construction of major roadways through older downtown neighborhoods. Inner-city
housing stockdeclined as larger homeswere converted tomultiple-unit rentals, along-
side its physical deterioration, which supported planning initiatives for urban renewal
and the demolition of older housing stock for public housing (Miron 1993). Toronto’s
gays and lesbians were unlikely to live in the newly developing suburbs, thereby
encouraging many to live and work in the downtown core where their proclivities
weremore likely to be tolerated.Canadian cities (includingToronto) also experienced
substantial immigration in the 1950s and 1960s, which supported the refurbishment
of inner-city housing stock as ethnic minorities began to concentrate in recognizable
districts or territories.

By the early 1970s, Toronto experienced local social movements pushing back
against the state and promoting vibrant low-rise, eclectic inner-city neighborhoods
(Searle and Filion 2010; Sewell 1993; Walks 2008). As the city embraced these
ideas, the downtown experienced “a wave of heritage protection and the begin-
nings of inner-city gentrification in the early 1970s” (Lynch and Ley 2010: 330).
Neighborhood preservationist movements were particularly successful in pushing
back against development, prompting a shift in Canadian planning perspectives to
one that increasingly regarded the downtown core as an important hub for regional
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economic health, the provision of goods and services, and a center for social and
cultural life (Hernandez, Robinson and Larson 2010).

11.3.1 A Nascent Gay Village: Toronto in the 1970s

The partial decriminalization of homosexuality in 1969 opened up possibilities for
more public activism. LGBT political and social organizations were founded in
downtown Toronto in the early 1970s. The Community Homophile Association of
Toronto (CHAT) established a community center, cafe, and library in the Church
Street area. CHATbelieved such spaceswould bring together and politicize local gays
and lesbians by providing alternative spaces alongside the bars and bathhouses (Nash
2006). Clashes with anti-gay activists, including Anita Bryant and local pastor Ken
Campbell, as well as organizing against police harassment of bathhouses, fostered
further political activism geared toward defending homosexual commercial estab-
lishments. By the end of the 1970s, gay and lesbian activists fully recognized the
Church and Wellesley Street area as a gay neighborhood and called for its defense,
not only by gays and lesbians but also by the localmunicipal council. In 1980, George
Hislop ran as the first openly gay candidate for City Council.

In the background, the election of a City of Toronto “reform” council in 1969
prompted calls to endmajor urban renewal projects and to protect and preserve inner-
city neighborhoods. As a result of postmodern strategies of place-making (Lynch and
Ley 2010: 311), ethnocultural neighborhoods were no longer perceived as temporary
locations from which to aspire to assimilation but as stable and supportive commu-
nities contributing to the vibrancy of city life. Taken together, the new urban social
movements, the development of stable ethnic enclaves, and the growing gay and
lesbian rights movement encouraged an understanding of the Church and Wellesley
Street neighborhood as one worth protecting as a legitimate political and social
territory for gays and lesbians to participate in city life (Nash 2006).

Simultaneously, awider shift in perceptions about urban life sawgrowing numbers
of single women, single men, and childless couples enjoyed downtown residential
lifestyles, fueling incipient gentrification (Bitterman 2021). Scholars have docu-
mented the important role that gay men and lesbians played as early gentrifiers in
marginal locations in Toronto, including the impact of gay men in the Cabbagetown
neighborhood adjacent to the nascent gay village in the early 1970s (Bouthillette
1994).

11.3.2 Neoliberalism and Toronto’s Gay Village

In the 1990s, Canadian cities, including Toronto, experienced increasing financial
strain as the Ontario provincial and federal governments began shifting the costs
of welfare and social programs, and infrastructure repair and management, to local
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municipalities. In response, cities increasingly employed more entrepreneurial, self-
promotional approaches to attract new economic development. Neoliberal ideologies
underpinned cities’ endeavors to market themselves through the creation of place
identities, edgy architecture, urban design, and cultural spectacle (Lynch and Ley
2010). City authorities understood the importance of “place-making” in creating a
positive city image, making them magnets for employment, industry, and tourism.

By the early 2000s, Toronto’s gay village (as with other gay villages in North
America, Europe and Australia) was fully incorporated into the fabric of the post-
industrial entrepreneurial city that knitted together commodified, consumer-based
neighborhoods with downtown urban lifestyles (Binnie and Skeggs 2004; Nash
2013a, b). In amanner similar to other locations in the Global North, the gay village’s
incorporation into commodified urban landscapes is a reflection in part of the aspira-
tions of some gay men and lesbians for inclusion in a neoliberal politics that results
in the privileging of some gay men and lesbians who desire to live within middle
class, gender-normative, monogamous coupledom—a form of homonormalization
(Duggan 2003).

11.3.3 Toronto’s Village Today

Today, Toronto’s village is unequivocally included as one of the distinctive inner-city
neighborhoods in the city’s marketing and tourism activities. But recently, anxiety
about its possible decline has grown, particularly with the loss of several iconic busi-
nesses, rising rents, and an influx of heterosexuals into the condominium market
and entertainment venues. There are also claims that younger queers view the gay
village as a relic of the past or a location that was never particularly welcoming
of certain groups (Nash 2013b). Simultaneously, legislative and social advances,
including human rights protections and same-sex marriage, mean that LGBT people
are increasingly visible across a variety of locations. Other Torontonian neighbor-
hoods supporting queer communities include Parkdale (“Queer West”), Brockton
Village, Roncesvalles, and Leslieville. Our research suggests that rather than under-
standing changing gendered and sexual landscapes as manifestations of decline, it is
more suitable to understand them as shifting relational geographies between neigh-
borhoods, manifesting broader queer visibility and greater social cohesion (Nash and
Gorman-Murray 2014).

Recently, the village has been presented with an opportunity for self-reflection
in the wake of Toronto’s successful bids for World Pride, held Spring 2014, and the
Pan-American Games, held Summer 2015. Preparing for these events provided the
local LGBT business community with an opportunity to undertake more long-range
planning around the future of the gay village and its role in LGBT and queer life.

The Church andWellesley Village Business Improvement Association (BIA) was
created in 2002.BIAspool funds from local businesses to undertake projects designed
to “improve, beautify and maintain public lands in the BIA and promote the area for
business and shopping” (Government of Ontario 2001: 204). The BIA formed a close
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association with the LGBT community, and following the successful World Pride
and PanAm bids, the BIA and LGBT activists, with the support of Councilor Kristyn
Wong-Tam, launched a planning study to determine the future direction of the gay
village. Partly as a result of the planning study, the BIA undertook several initiatives
to preserve the long-term economic viability of the village as a tourist attraction,
including renovatingCawartha Park, commissioning amural representingLGBT life,
and opening “temporary parklets” along Church Street (Nash and Gorman-Murray
2019b).

Although the process is ongoing, it is possible to see the institution of particular
narratives about the centrality and importance of the village for LGBT and queer
people. This means, in part, a re-visioning of the village as a “place of arrival and
return,” as a place for people to come out, and as a place for LGBT and queer people
to gather for political and social protest.

11.4 Historical Geographies of Sexuality in Sydney

We now discuss historical geographies of sexuality in Sydney, with attention to the
emergence, development, and decline of the gay village around Oxford Street. This
discussion picks up the three foundational themes—planning, neighborhood, and
neoliberalism—and elicits Sydney’s similarities and differences in comparison with
Toronto, suggesting how and why these villages are developing in distinctive ways.
Sydney is the oldest city in modern Australia, founded in 1788when the colony (later
state) of New SouthWales (NSW) was established, and is Australia’s primary global
city. The immediate post-World War II era was a period of sustained population and
economic growth. As part of the post-war rebuilding, federal and state governments’
plans for economic and social development relied on policies encouraging population
growth through natural increase and state-sponsored immigration. These policies
were implicitly heteronormative, encouraging sexual and social reproduction through
nuclear family units, realized in a “baby boom.”

Such heteronormative policy was explicit in urban planning processes and prac-
tices in Sydney (Gorman-Murray 2011; Prior 2008). Increased population meant a
need for increased housing, and state and private housing organizations, financial
institutions, and land developers geared new suburban estates and “home packages”
toward heterosexual nuclear families (Game and Pringle 1979; Johnson 2000).While
the expanding Sydney suburbs were planned as sites of heteronormative family life,
the inner city was seen as undesirable for residential development and more suited to
industrial and commercial activities. In contrast with “familial” suburbia, nighttime
inner-city Sydney was imagined as a site of vice and immorality, best seen in the
clubs, prostitution, and crime associated with the red-light district in the inner east
suburb of King’s Cross (Johnson 2000; Dunn 2011).

It was in such liminal inner-city spaces that Sydney’s gay and lesbian subcultures
emerged, which historians suggest were more concentrated and visible than in other
Australian cities (Wotherspoon 1991). However, the sites of that subculture—clubs,
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bars, cafes, baths—were transient, underground venues that shifted across Sydney’s
inner city, from the CBD to East Sydney, King’s Cross, and Paddington, liable to
social retribution and police raids (Wotherspoon 1991). However, the late 1960s
brought public homosexual rights claims and murmurings of social acceptance in
some liberal quarters, enabling enhanced visibility in the name of social and legal
change (Willett 2000b). In the late 1960s a cluster of more visible gay clubs (e.g.,
Ivy’s Birdcage, Capriccio’s) settled on Oxford Street, and “from the early 1970s it
was theOxfordStreet area that became the focus for gay venues” (Wotherspoon 1991:
19). Amidst the mobile, relational geographies of the post-war period, the confluence
of rights, politics, incremental social change, and an incipient geographical anchor
provided the material foundation for a gay village in Sydney, centered on Oxford
Street, eventually known by that same moniker (Fig. 11.5).

Fig. 11.5 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst, Sydney, 2019 (Source Image by Andrew Gorman-Murray)
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11.4.1 Consolidation of a Gay Neighborhood: Sydney
in the 1970s to the 1990s

The consolidation of Oxford Street as a gay area occurred quickly, with fractions
of the gay community inspired by gay neighborhoods emerging in San Francisco’s
Castro and Los Angeles’s West Hollywood (Wotherspoon 1991). Building on the
foundation of the successful late 1960s bars, there was a rapid emergence of venues
around Oxford Street, which became a locus for clubs, bars, baths, sex-on-premises
venues, and bookshops. The clustering generated a “gravitational effect,” drawing
a gay residential population to the surrounding suburbs Darlinghurst, Surry Hills,
Paddington, and Potts Point (Fig. 11.4). Of course, gay men and lesbians had lived
in the inner city earlier, given the relatively cheap cost of accommodation in these
undesirable areas, but the late 1960s saw the beginning of inner-city housing gentri-
fication. Within a short period, a discrete geographical area had emerged as a site of
“gay identity” in both commercial and residential terms (Knopp 1998). As Wother-
spoon (1991: 193) argues, “there was now a definite area where the new ‘gay’ man
could feel at home, in territory that was clearly stamped in his image.” The village
consolidated further across the 1970s and 1980s. During these decades, gay press
offices proliferated; gay rights groups relocated to the neighborhood; health services
aimed at gay clientele moved in (GPs, dentists, counselors, and HIV/AIDS services);
and services for gay youth (Twenty10) or religious gays (Metropolitan Community
Church) were established (Ruting 2008).

Oxford Street’s development has entailed successes and failures. One of the fail-
ings of its ad hoc consolidation was the attention of services to gay men and the
displacement of lesbian services and residents. With gentrification, lesbians, often
with less financial means than gay men, were priced out of the housing market,
while services aimed at lesbians and other queer women were similarly affected
by increasing commercial rents. This contributed to the development of a discrete
lesbian residential and service neighborhood during the 1980s in the inner west
suburb Leichhardt (Murphy and Watson 1997; Nash and Gorman-Murray 2015).
Women’s health services, lesbian counseling services, women’s refuges, women’s
and lesbians’ social and business clubs, and lesbian residents began to congregate
in the suburb, earning it the moniker “Dykehardt.” However, this was also a loss
to Oxford Street and its local sexual and gender diversity, which remains largely
associated with gay men.

The consolidation ofOxford Street as “gay territory” also yielded distinct benefits.
The spatial concentration of gay commerce, organizations, and residents provided
political strength for securing rights claims—a “concentrated voice” that impelled
NSW anti-discrimination laws (1982) and the decriminalization of homosexuality
(1984). Parallel with such changes in NSWparliament, a geographical hub for LGBT
community organizations and leadership (and commercial and sex venues, and resi-
dents) allowed for a coordinated, joint response from the state and the gay commu-
nity to HIV/AIDS in the early 1980s, generating one of the most effective responses
globally, targeting safer sex messages at the gay community, keeping infection rates
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relatively low (c. 14/100,000 people cf. 167/100,000 in the United States) (Willett
2011). The local government (City of Sydney Council) and representatives for the
NSW electorate have consistently championed LGBT causes.

The neighborhood has been an economic success too, highlighted by the Sydney
Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Festival, a month-long LGBT festival incorporating a
famous parade along Oxford Street, dance parties, a film festival, and cultural and
sporting events. The parade has been held annually since 1978, initiated as a local
response supporting Stonewall Day. Since then, the Mardi Gras Festival has become
an international tourist event supported by the NSW government and the City of
Sydney Council, earning up to A$90 million per annum (Waitt and Markwell 2006).

11.4.2 An End to Village Life in Sydney?

Yet the early twenty-first century has witnessed stories of the Oxford Street’s decline
in the LGBT and mainstream press, the closure of iconic venues and the move-
ment of many LGBT organizations elsewhere in the inner city, alongside the notable
increase in “straight” nightclubs (Gorman-Murray 2006; Ruting 2008; Reynolds
2007, 2009). Researchers suggest several reasons for this decline as a gay locale,
including increasing straight residents (and venues) due to the “cultural cache” of
the gay village; rising rents pricing out gay residents and businesses; and online
networks, reducing the need for a spatial concentration of social venues. The commer-
cial strip has shifted toward a nightlife focus, with a preponderance of nightclubs
and a diminishing number of cafes, restaurants, and retail outlets.

This decline has been challenged for diverse political and economic reasons.
Middle-aged and older men, and generations of activists, remember Oxford Street
as a site of political developments, coming out and social life, and seek to hold onto
this well-known territory for themselves and future generations. The City of Sydney
Council seeks to sustain the political and economic success of Oxford Street, incor-
porating it into its neoliberal “city-marketing” strategy—the “City of Villages”—as
an internationally renowned “gay village.” To this end, the City of Sydney Council
has instituted a series of strategies and plans aimed at reducing the problems facing
the gay village and recuperating its perceived gay character (Reynolds 2009). These
include the establishment of “safe space” along the street and initiatives to re-occupy
the street with “daytime” creative enterprises by offering low-rent or rent-free shop
fronts to artists and pop-up stores. These neoliberal strategies attempt to rebuild a
broader local commercial base, enticing citizen-consumers back.

The perceived decline in Oxford Street since the early 2000s has been matched
by the development of another LGBT neighborhood in Sydney’s inner west,
centered on King Street, Newtown (Fig. 11.6), with a residential spread into
the surrounding suburbs of Camperdown, Erskineville, Enmore, St. Peters, and
Marrickville (Fig. 11.4), which has been proffered by the LGBT media and local
residents as a new LGBT heartland of Sydney (Gorman-Murray 2006; Gorman-
Murray and Waitt 2009). There are increasing LGBT and LGBT-friendly venues
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Fig. 11.6 King Street, Newtown, Sydney, 2020, with The Bank Hotel flying LGBT flags (right
hand side of the street) (Source Image by Andrew Gorman-Murray)

(e.g., The Imperial, Newtown, and Bank Hotels), while several LGBT organizations
have moved in (e.g., Twenty10, the Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations,
a Metropolitan Community Church congregation, and the Gay and Lesbian Coun-
selling Service). Significantly, there are venues and organizations that cater for the
LBT in LGBT. The area is home to The Gender Centre, the key NSW advocacy
service for trans and genderqueer rights. Much of Sydney’s lesbian social scene can
be found in local venues (e.g., The Imperial, Bank, and Sly Fox hotels).

While Oxford Street is typically understood as a gay male space, Newtown and
the inner west are seen to provide a home for a broader sexual and gender demo-
graphic, including lesbians, queer women, and trans people. The Australian Census
2011 found that the ten suburbs with the highest concentration of male and female
same-sex coupleswere in inner-city Sydney, butwhilemale couples aremost concen-
trated in Darlinghurst, Surry Hills, and Potts Point in the inner east, female couples
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are concentrated in Newtown, St. Peters, Enmore, Erskineville, and Marrickville
in the inner west, alongside still significant concentrations of male couples. The
combination of residential concentrations of female and male couples, as well as a
congregation of LGBT commercial venues and organizational services since 2000,
indicates the presence of a LGBT neighborhood in Sydney’s inner west. While some
suggest that this challenges the continuance of Oxford Street, others contend that the
inner west caters to a different LGBT demographic—one perhaps more inclusive of
sexual and gender diversity than the “traditional” gay (male) ghetto.

11.5 Thoughts on Historical Legacies and the Future
of the Gay Village

We argue that the distinct historical geographies of the Church-Wellesley andOxford
Street gay villages help to position each differently within the urban fabric of, respec-
tively, Toronto and Sydney. These different historical geographies and urban lega-
cies enable (perhaps) divergent futures. Toronto’s Church-Wellesley village now
finds itself in a more hopeful set of circumstances in terms of determining its future
vis-à-vis Sydney’s Oxford Street. The use of the “ethnic” model of territorial iden-
tity in Church-Wellesley village arguably benefitted from an earlier recognition and
incorporation of “other” ethnic differences in processes of political inclusion, cultural
heritage, andurbanplanning than inSydney.Thevillage’s location, initiallymarginal,
benefitted from being close to Yonge Street when the city began rejecting urban
renewal planning and instead embraced inner-city preservation.

The drive to preserve heritage, difference, and unique neighborhoods emerged
much later in Sydney, not taking hold until the 1990s. Since then, in Sydney as
well as Toronto, the local city councils have incorporated their “gay villages” into
“city of neighborhoods” discourses, aimed at boosting initiatives around creative
industries, marketing, and tourism by commodifying the diversity, cosmopolitanism,
and lifestyle of the inner city. But there has been a difference here between Toronto
and Sydney, arguably resulting from the earlier recognition of Church-Wellesley as
a unique neighborhood. Even as the City of Sydney Council rolled out its “City of
Villages” campaign in the early 2000s, Oxford Street was not identified as the only
gay village in Sydney. Already by the early 2000s, the City of Sydneywas identifying
Newtown andErskineville, which liewithin its jurisdictional boundaries, as other gay
spaces in the inner city alongside Oxford Street. Since that time, Oxford Street has
continued to decline materially and imaginatively as the gay village within Sydney,
while Newtown and the inner west have continued to solidify as queer neighborhoods
(Gorman-Murray and Nash 2014, 2017; Gorman-Murray and Waitt 2009).

As a result of the different political and territorial legacies of Church-Wellesley
and Oxford Street, it seems that late 2000s discourses about the deterioration of gay
villages arguably promoted debates about the preservation and future of Church-
Wellesley before it reached the state of decline being experienced by Oxford Street.
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Indeed, the village evinces a strong institutional base in the form of 519 Church, the
BIA, and a lesbian-identified city councilor dedicated to the economic and social
health of the area. These institutions are taking advantage of high-profile events such
asWorld Pride and the PanAmGames for self-reflection and to “rebuild” the territory
and identity of the village as central in the lives of new generations of LGBT and
queer people. This is not to say that such attempts have not beenmade around Oxford
Street. However, we have suggested, the particular historical geography of Oxford
Street has yielded specific pressures and fewer opportunities to stabilize its territory
and identity.

For instance, there are some quite geographical issues concerning the location
and physical affordance of Oxford Street and its connection with Sydney’s down-
town core. The Church-Wellesley Village is located downtown, and has benefitted
from being in Toronto’s core, near the Eaton Centre, iconic Maple Leaf Gardens,
refurbished Dundas Square, and Ryerson University, a location central to urban
regeneration schemes. Oxford Street, however, is one suburb east of Sydney’s CBD
and separated by parkland, a seemingly minor difference but consequential for its
integration in urban change. The significant regeneration of Sydney’s CBD that has
taken place since the 1980s has focused on the northern (Circular Quay, The Rocks)
andwestern sides (DarlingHarbour, Barangaroo) of the city core, with the east (Hyde
Park, East Sydney, and Oxford Street) receiving less attention. Oxford Street itself is
not a place for sightseeing and daytime leisure vis-à-vis refurbished Circular Quay,
Darling Harbour, Barangaroo, and The Rocks.

The changes in Oxford Street’s business profile, its disconnection from the CBD,
and the movement of the city’s core toward the west, while not “causing” the
development of Newtown as a queer neighborhood, have arguably helped facili-
tate changing LGBT spaces and networks. In Toronto, however, given its specific
historical geographies and affordances, the Church-Wellesley village seems to be
regrouping and rebranding with some success, partly due to current opportunities
with local businesses and politicians who are committed to the village and taking
advantage of upcoming hallmark events. The Church-Wellesley village arrives at
this point in time with similar pressures as Oxford Street in terms of rising rents,
changing demographics, and the use of social media apps leading to a downturn in
clientele (Miles 2021). Yet it is also quite differently incorporated into the urban
fabric—both the downtown core and other neighborhoods—enabling opportunities
to proactively write a narrative in response to changes and draw on resources to
stabilize itself. While there are alternative neighborhoods emerging, such as Queer
West and Leslieville, they are not materialized in the relational geographies of LGBT
landscapes in the way Newtown has become embedded as a queer neighborhood in
Sydney, with a distinct profile connected with but contesting Oxford Street.
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11.6 Concluding Remarks: Wider Implications for Urban
Planning and Policy

What implications might these historical geographies have for urban planners and
local governments? On the one hand, the mutable geographies of LGBT and queer
spaces might prompt a call for “remembering” and “fixing” certain sites (venues,
neighborhoods) “identified” as LGBT or queer. On the other hand, this same muta-
bility should also alert planners and policy-makers to the reality that LGBT and queer
lives and spaces cannot be readily “fixed” in place. Arguably, part of the geographical
heritage of these communities is their mobility—even if this is, at the same time,
the result of physical constraints on social marginality. This means that planners and
policy-makers must be aware of at least two important realizations. First, LGBT and
queer communities are diverse, not singular, encompassing differences of gender,
ethnicity, generation, class, etc., all of which need to be attended to in planning and
policy to meet the wide needs and aspirations of these communities. Second, it is not
only “identified” LGBT and queer places that must accommodate sexual and gender
diversity: all spaces need to be inclusive of LGBT and queer lives.

We see these two dimensions of planning—acknowledging specific geographical
heritage and building broad spatial inclusion—as complementary. Remembering
(possibly reclaiming) significant LGBT and queer urban spaces provides important
moorings for these communities in the face of mutable geographies. But it is equally
important to be cognizant of how urban spaces are constantly reconfigured and
utilized in differentways in response to shifting gender and sexual subjectivities. This
behooves planners and policy-makers to develop sensitivity to the changing spatial
imperatives of LGBT and queer people, and to accommodate these mobile lives in
planning to ensure the ongoing strength and sustainability of these communities.
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